STARZ 5 Titles
No.

Title

Art

Year

Mins

1

12 Wishes of Christmas

2012

90

2

Dog Who Saved The
Holidays

2012

90

3

A Christmas Wedding
Date

2012

90

3

I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Clause

2002

100

Genre

Cast/Crew

Synopsis

Laura Lindsey's life is falling apart- and it's all happening right before Christmas! With
nothing left to lose, Laura visits life coach Noel Nightingale to gain some direction, but
Elisa Donovan, Fred
Holiday,
the only advice Noel gives her is to go home, log on to her website, and start making
Willard, Chonda Pierce,
Family,
wishes. One by one-the wishes come true! Trying to pick up the pieces of her life is
David O'Donnell,
Romance
tricky business though and it seems all her wishes are doing more harm than good. With
Michael Gross
Christmas quickly approaching, Laura must undo her wishes and learn the true meaning
of Christmas- with the help of a little Holiday Magic of course!
The fourth film in the highly successful “The Dog Who Saved… “ franchise. It’s a sunsoaked holiday season for the Bannister family as they travel to Southern California to
stay with Aunt Barbara (Shelley Long), who surprises them with a new puppy named
Dean Cain, Gary
Eve (voiced by Peyton List). Everyone is smitten with Eve – except for the Bannister’s
Holiday
Valentine, Elisa
dog, Zeus (voiced by Joey Lawrence), who sees what a mischievous animal she is when
Donovan, Michael Gross
no one else is around. After deciding to run away, Zeus sees Ted and Stewey, two thrifty
thieves, trying to break into the family home while the Bannisters are at church. It’s up
to Zeus and his newest sister Eve to join together to save the holidays for their family!
Ten years after leaving her small town for big-city success, a woman returns for a
friend's Christmas Eve wedding. All the old high-school rivalries and relationships
return, and she is grateful she is staying only for one night. However, she finds herself
caught in a "Groundhog Day" style time vortex, in which only she is aware that the
Marla Sokoloff, Chris
Comedy/R
events are incessantly repeating. At first bored and frustrated, she soon approaches each
Carmack, Catherine
omance
repeat day with enthusiasm, aware of the possibilities for growth through new
Hicks
experiences and aware as well of her remaining attachment for her high-school
boyfriend. She uses the time to grow again close to her estranged mother, whom she has
almost ignored for the years she has been chasing her big-city career. She also learns to
relax and try to accept the possibilities in her life and the possible romance it offers her.

Family,
Holiday

4

Fire on the Amazon

2010

87

Action

5

American Bandits: Frank
and Jesse James

2010

89

Western

Late one night, 8-year-old Justin (Cole Sprouse) sneaks downstairs and sees his mom,
Corbin Bernsen, Connie
Stephanie (Connie Sellecca), kissing Santa Claus. Fearing that his father (Corbin
Sellecca, Cole/Dylan
Bernsen) will divorce his mother, Justin snaps a photo of the two and sends it to the
Sprouse
North Pole to get Santa in trouble with his wif… More

Sandra Bullock, Craig
Sheffer

Shortly before her breakout role in Speed, future Oscar®-winner Sandra Bullock starred
in this scorching adventure filmed on location in the deadly streets and jungles of the
Bolivian Amazon. Bullock portrays Alyssa Rothman, an American activist battling a
group of ruthless developers out to destroy the rainforest and its native population. But
when a hotheaded photojournalist arrives to investigate the murder of a local union
leader, they will together uncover a conspiracy of betrayal, violence and passion. In a
land engulfed by greed and threatened with ecological disaster, does any fire burn hotter
than the truth?

Peter Fonda, George Legendary outlaws, Frank and Jessie James, are put to the test with fellow members of
Stults and Jeffrey Combs their gang after a robbery goes wrong forcing them to split up with the money
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Title

Sleepwalking

Jericho

Art

Year

2008

2000

Mins

101

101

Genre

Drama

Western

8

All Roads Lead Home

2008

108

Drama

9

Open Road, The

2009

91

Comedy

10

11

Falling Up

Afterlife

2010

2010

Cast/Crew

Nick Stahl, Charlize
Theron, Woody
Harrelson

Synopsis

James "Speedy" Reedy is a twentysomething slacker sleepwalking through life in a
Midwestern town. His life gets upended when his older sister Joleen arrives at his home
unexpectedly, with her troubled 2-year-old daughter Tara in tow. No sooner does James
take them in, when Joleen leaves with a trucker and a stash of drug money. James tries
to cope, but soon he's lost his job, and child protective services places Tara in foster
care. A road trip to his childhood may hold a key to helping James find his way, or it
may be another bad dream.

Amnesiac gunman Jericho is rescued and befriended by a charismatic, itinerant cowboyMark Valley, Leon
preacher named Joshua. Together they survive certain danger, while the gunman
Coffee, R. Lee Ermey,
searches to find the answer to his lost identity. After seven years of wandering, Jericho
Lisa Stewart
unravels the mystery of his past and finds his destiny in the town of Jericho.
All Roads Lead Home is an award-winning drama for the entire family that will make
you laugh and cry. Belle, an animal loving 12-year old, becomes sullen and withdrawn
Mark Valley, Leon
after her mother's death in an automobile accident. Rebelling against her father, she is
Coffee, R. Lee Ermey, sent to live at the horse ranch of her gruff maternal grandfather. With the help of the
Lisa Stewart
animals, Belle's work on the farm transforms the entire family. Life and death take on
new meaning as the family makes some tough choices involving compassion, trust, and
letting go of the past in order to find hope in the future.
In this heartwarming comedy, minor leaguer Carlton Garrett takes an unexpected road
trip to track down his estranged father, legendary baseball player Kyle Garrett when
Carltons mother becomes sick. Knowing his charming yet painfully immature dads
likelihood to disappoint, Carlton enlists his on-again-off-again girlfriend Lucy for
Justin Timberlake, Jeff
emotional support. Once reunited, Carlton struggles to deal with the series of
Bridges
misadventures caused by his fathers antics, including missed flights, car trouble and
bathroom brawls. Years of miscommunication, frustration and comically awkward
attempts at bonding come to a head as the mismatched trio make their way from Ohio
back home to Houston to reunite the famil

Trifecta Month

Feb-16

Mar-16

Apr-16

May-16

98

Henry O'Shea is on his way to a nursing degree until his dad's sudden death forces him
to take a job as a Manhattan doorman. But no amount of warnings from his high-strung
Joseph Cross, Mimi
Romanticboss or laid-back co-worker can prevent Henry from breaking Rule #1: Never fall for
Rodgers, Annette
Comedy
the beautiful daughter of one of the building's wealthiest tenants. In a world where rich
O'Toole, Joe Pantoliano
snobs never mix with minimum wage slobs, can a romance between a regular guy from
Flatbush and a 5th Avenue rich girl even make it past the front door?

Jun-16

104

After a horrific car accident, Anna wakes up to find the local funeral director Eliot
Deacon preparing her body for her funeral. Confused, terrified and feeling still very
much alive, Anna doesn't believe she's dead, despite the funeral director's reassurances
that she is merely in transition to the afterlife. Eliot convinces her he has the ability to
communicate with the dead and is the only one who can help her. Trapped inside the
funeral home, with nobody to turn to except Eliot, Anna is forced to face her deepest
fears and accept her own death. But Anna's grief-stricken boyfriend Paul still can't
shake the nagging suspicion that Eliot isn't what he appears to be. As the funeral nears,
Paul gets closer to unlocking the disturbing truth.

Jul-16

Horror

Christina Ricci, Justin
Long, Liam Neeson
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Secret Past

Wyatt Earp's Revenge

Dog Who Saved
Halloween, The

NYC Serenade

A Perfect Christmas List

Henry Poole Is Here

Art

Year

2014

2012

2011

2008

2014

2008

Mins

90

93

88

103

86

100

Genre

Cast/Crew

Synopsis

Trifecta Month

Thriller,
Drama

New York investigative reporter REBECCA CLARK travels home for her mother's
funeral, only to find a series of mysterious blank cards among her personal effects.
Esme Bianco, Ryan
Hoping that the cards will shed some light on her mother's recent life, Rebecca teams
Bittle, John Ratzenberger with combat vet turned private eye ANDREW STEELE to trace the mystery. During the
course of their investigation, Rebecca and Andrew start falling hard for one another -but their journey into the past may hold hidden secrets -- and hidden dangers...

Aug-16

Western

Val Kilmer, Shawn
Roberts and Daniel
Booko

Wyatt Earp sits down with a reporter in his home. The reporter and Earp talks in an
interview of how he became a famous lawman. Earp tells the story of how the legend
became a fearless US Marshal. A 27 years old Wyatt Earp (Roberts) finds out that his
first favorite girl, Dora Hand (DeGarmo), was murdered by a man. He goes out of town
to track down the man and teams up with his friend Doc Holliday (Bethel), Bat
Masterson (Dallas), Charlie Bassett (Whyte), and Bill Tilghman (Fiehler). The
screenplay was penned by Darren Benjamin Shepherd.

Sep-16

Holiday

Dean Cain, Elisa
Donovan, Gary
Valentine, Lance
Henriksen, Joey "Coco"
Diaz

Just before Halloween, George is walking his dog Zeus and notices something strange
coming from the home next door. George enlists not-quite reformed burglars Ted and
Stewey to find out what's going on in there. Typically, it all goes awry for everyone, and
only Zeus can save Halloween.

Oct-16

Owen is an aspiring filmmaker with a dead-end job and a beautiful fiancée. Ray is a
Romantic- Freddie Prinze Jr., Chris failing musician with charm to spare but was going nowhere fast. But can these life-long
Comedy Klein, Jamie-Lynn Sigler best friends and diehard New Yorkers stumble their way into adult responsibility
without totally wrecking each other's lives?

Nov-16

Family,
Holiday

As a last wish, a recently hospitalized grandmother, Evie, tasks her daughter and
Beth Broderick, Aaron granddaughter, Sara, with a list of festive accomplishments to do together before
Hill, Richard Karn
Christmas, hoping that the adventure of the experience will repair their relationship.
Along the way, Sara discovers an unlisted Christmas adventure of her own.

Dec-16

Comedy

Henry Poole Is Here is a comedic drama about a disillusioned man who goes hiding in
placid suburbia only to discover he cannot escape the forces of hope. Returning to the
middle class neighborhood where he grew up, Henry chooses to live in indulgent
Luke Wilson, Radha
isolation. However, nosy neighbors interrupt him with curious visits and prying
Mitchell, Cheryl Hines,
questions. Then a stain on Henry's stucco wall is seen to have miraculous powers. His
George Lopez
last-ditch hideout becomes a shrine; his backyard turns into an arena for passionate
debate about faith and destiny. Instead of finding anonymous oblivion, Henry finds
himself right at the center of the human comedy.

Jan-17

